Abstract -Let ( X , Y) be a pair of discrete random variables with X taking values from a finite set. Suppose the value of X is to be determined, given the value of Y , by asking questions o f the form 'Is X equal to z?' until the answer is 'Yes.' Let G ( z 1 y ) denote the number of guesses in any such guessing scheme when X = 2 , Y = y . The main result is a tight lower bound on nonnegative moments of G ( X 1 Y ) . As an application, lower bounds are given on the moments of computation in sequential decoding. In particular, a simple derivation of the cutoff rate bound for single-user channels is obtained, and the previously unknown cutoff rate region of multi-access channels is determined.
is determined.
APPLICATION T O SEQUENTIAL DECODING
To relate sequential decoding to guessing, let X denote the set of nodes in a tree code a t some level N channel symbols into the tree from the tree origin. Let X be a random variable uniformly distributed on X, indicating the node in X which lies on the transmitted path. Let Y denote the received channel output sequence when X is transmitted. Let G ( z J y ) denote the rank order in which node 3: E X is hypothesized (for the first time) by a sequential decoder when X = 3: and Y = y. Moments of G ( X J Y ) serve as measures of complexity for sequential decoding.
Let M be the size of X, and R = ( I / N ) l n M denote the code rate. By Theorem 1 and the fact that P x ( z ) = 1/M for
I. THE INEQUALITY Theorem 1 For arbitrary guessing functions G ( X ) and where ~o ( p ,~x )
= -1 n C [ C~x ( s )~y~x ( y~z )~1~+~.
G ( X I Y ) , and a n y
Gallager [l, p. 1491 shows that for discrete memoryless channels and 
